A ll n e w
secrets!

The phone
that’ll cha
your life ( nge
a bit)

REVEALED!
The 10 things
the Galaxy S4
CAN’T do!

Eye phone

The S4has a built-in
retina scanner that
scrolls websites as you
read them and pauses
video when you look
away. But it won’t be
useful to Jason
Manford as it can’t
automatically wipe
your web history the
moment your missus
borrows your phone.

The S4’s ChatON
software takes aim
at Blackberry’s BBM,
offering a free
messaging and
multiple video call
service. But it
doesn’t ban
people from
using “txt spk”,
so Tulisa’s
Twitter is still
a no-go zone.
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The phone’s dual
cameras ensure you’re
included in every
photo you take with
the main snapper. But
it won’t include any
software to make you
better looking –
particularly bad news
for the Thumb Man…

Speaker
system

Connect with up
to eight fellow S4
owners and the
phones can sync and
act as a joint wireless
speaker system. But it
still won’t drown
out the year 10
schoolkids at the back
of your bus to work.

The movie will feature
Alan’s Mid Morning
Matters co-DJ Sidekick
Simon, who gives away
that the movie will
include Norwich’s famous
son being in a siege
at a radio station.

Point the finger

Remote find

An internal infrared
diode means it can act
as a remote control for
your entertainment
centre and TV.
But it won’t stop
a row with the
missus when she
wants to switch
over to TOWIE…

Tongue tied
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Get your
hands on (or just
hover your
fingers over) the
Samsung
Galaxy S4 when
it hits shops at
the end of April

Its 5-inch screen is
a quarter bigger
than the iPhone 5’s
and displays in
gorgeous 1080p
hi-def. But it’s not
immune from being
shattered during a
heavy session.

You can text while
driving thanks to
voice-activated tools
that can dictate, reply,
forward and save
text messages. But
sadly, it won’t
actually
make you
a better
driver…

Face is
a picture

The teaser trailer shows
Alan in his radio studio,
suggesting potential
titles for his big-screen
debut. These include
The Norfolk Fracture,
Gun Bird, Hectic Danger
Day, Chap Of Steel, and
Colossal Velocity.

Big display
Voice control

Both front and back
cameras can kill off
photobombers thanks
to image-blending
technology. But it
won’t stop Ricky
off EastEnders from
trying to photobomb
you anyway…

Earlier this month, we brought you the first look
at Alan’s movie outing. Now the first trailer’s
landed. Here’s what you need to know...

Friendly chat

Samsung’s flagship new mobile has broken
cover with countless amazing new features.
That’s not to say it’s perfect...
Photobombsaway

Alan Partridge movie!

The S4 can translate
eight languages
automatically, making
it essential on your
holidays. But it can’t
explain to a Spanish
policeman why you’re
running up and down
the Magaluf strip
naked at 4am in just a
pair of flip-flops.

You can say goodbye
to a dirty screen, as
the S4 can be
controlled just by
hovering your finger
over it. But it can’t
read your mind, so
you can forget about
fooling your mates
with some
mind-bending
Derren
Brown-style
tricks.

Sidekick Simon reminds
Alan the film will have
“action, fun, tension,
danger”. Partridge is
quick to remind everyone
there’ll also be “heavy
kissing and guns”.

They eventually settle
on Alpha Papa, which is
Alan’s initials in
the radio alphabet,
although this goes against
Alan’s personal vote for
Colossal Velocity.

Alan Partridge Is In Alpha Papa hits
cinemas on 7 August. Watch the teaser
trailer on ZOOToday.com now. Cashback!
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